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Jake the dragon cast
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being banned from uploading images or from the entire site, so play well and follow the rules! Important: You only need to upload images that you have created yourself or that you are expressly authorized or authorized to upload. By clicking Publish, you confirm that the image complies fully with TV.com's
Terms of Use and that you have all rights to the image or have permission to upload it. Please read the following before uploading Do not upload anything that you do not own or that you are fully authorized to upload. Images must not contain sexually explicit content, racially motivated material, or other
offensive symbols or images. Remember: abusing your image TV.com might result in you being banned from uploading images or from the entire site, so play well and follow the rules! Comments Share Action-AdventureSuperheroComedyFantasy Animated TELEVISION Series Children's TELEVISION
Series Christian Roman (Season 1)Steve Loter (Season 2)Nicholas Filippi (Season 2)Chul KangChul Hee HanKyung Sub JungKyung Yeon Kim Kat Green (Season 1)Billy Lincoln (Season 1)Adam Berry (Season 2) Eddie GuzelianMatthew NegreteJeff GoodeChristian Roman Larry Johnson (Line
Producer) Disney Television AnimationWang Film Productions Co., Ltd. Disney ChannelToon DisneyJetixDisney XD January 21 , 2005 (US)January 5, 2005 (UK) – September 1, 2007 (USA) Official IMDb website American Dragon page: Jake Long is TV.com an American animated television series,
created by Jeff Goode and produced by Disney Television Animation. The show previously aired on the Disney Channel and Disney XD in the United States. In the UK, it originally aired on the Disney Channel, but has now moved to Disney XD since 2012. It also airs on the Disney Channel in Australia.
The series was supposed to have a third and fourth seasons (at one point also a live-action movie), but Disney Channel decided to end its series with only two seasons. The final episode aired on September 1, 2007. The fictional character was inspired by Victor Tiba who fought in the Vietnam War and
Cool. Plot The story set in the neighborhood of Manhattan. Jake Long is a descendant of a long line of shapeshifting dragons, and it is his duty to protect a community of magical creatures that secretly live among masses in New York City. She lives with her parents, Jonathan and Susan, as well as her
seven-year-old sister, Haley. His grandfather and sister are also dragons, the dragon's powers have skipped his mother's generation. His Caucasian father is not aware that his family is actually part-dragon. During the series, Jake is taught how to use his innate magical powers by his grandfather and a
600-year-old shar-pei named Fu Dog. Jake needs these powers to protect the city's other magical creatures from various evil beings, most notably the evil Huntsclan led by Huntsman. His best friends are Trixie and Spud, with whom he skateboards. He is infatuated with Rose, another schoolmate who,
unknown to him, is Huntsman's apprentice. The stories are guided by the search for Balance between his life as a schoolboy and his secret life as a powerful magic guardian. Production American Dragon: Jake Long was created by Jeff Goode, who also created mtv's hit series Undressed. Disney
Channel has ordered a first twenty-one 30-minute episodes for the first season, all made. It premiered in the UK on The Disney Channel on January 4, 2005, in the United States on The Disney Channel on January 21, 2005, and on Toon Disney in February 2006. It has also been broadcast on The Family
Channel in some places. The theme song is performed by the band Mavin (formerly known as Badge). The theme song for the second season is performed by The Jonas Brothers. It was announced that Steve Loter, who had been director of Disney Channel's Kim Possible, would join the show for his
second season as director and executive producer along with current executive producers Matt Negrete and Eddie Guzelian. However, following disney channel's renewal of Kim Possible for a fourth season, Loter reprised his role as director, but would continue to serve as executive producer of Jake
Long. Nick Filippi, who had also done some directorial work on Kim Possible, will be jake long's new director. With Steve Loter joined the staff, the show had all its characters and backgrounds redesigned with a new animation at the request of both Loter and the executives, as they had despised the
designs of previous seasons. Main characters Jacob Jake Luke Long (Dante Basco): The main protagonist of the show. Jake is a proud and lazy skateboarder who is, in secret, a dragon. He uses his dragon duties to help defend the magical underworld of New York City as he continues his training to
become the American Dragon. Another of his duties is to protect other dragons from people who want to harm them. Lao Shi (Keone Young): Jake and Maestro's grandfather Dragon. Lao is a Chinese dragon. He runs the Canal Street Electronics store and his only friend is Fu Dog. His training attempts
Jake sometimes more damage than help. His name is a pun on the Mandarin Chinese word for teacher. Jake's nickname for him is grandfather. Fu Dog (John DiMaggio): Fu is an anthropomorphic shar pei who speaks of 600 years and Lao's only companion. Like many cartoon animals, Fu is able to walk
upright, and has no problem using his front paws as hands, despite the apparent absence of opposable thumbs. He is particularly adeffetive in mixing potions. Despite his age, he is often kept up to date with current trends and events, occasionally putting him at odds with Lao Shi. Trixie Carter (Kali Troy):
Jake's best friend. He's sleazy, lively and he's somehow a tomboy character. She is passionate about fashion, although she does not necessarily participate in typical girl's clothing. In the situation of Jake and Rose's relationship, Trixie always shows dislike and distrust towards Rose, advising Jake to be
wary of her. She occasionally refers to herself as Mama Trixie. Haley Kay Long (Amy Bruckner): Haley is Jake's younger seven-year-old sister (eight years into season two), who is quite smart, talented, a bit perfectionist, and a good two-shoe (much to Jake's constant annoyance). Haley goes to a school
for advanced youth and actually strives to succeed. She's also ready to point out Jake's flaws and make himself look superior to him. And yet, deep down, she looks at him. Unlike Jake, he began developing his dragon powers at an earlier age. In the first season he is a purple dragon, in the second
season he is pink. Like her sister, she's actually next in line to be the American Dragon. His mentor is Sun Park, although his training is very different from Jake's. Arthur Spud P. Spudinski (Charlie Finn): Spud is Jake's other best friend and is extremely loyal. Though seemingly slow, it often comes with
smart things to say at random times, just like the Scarecrow in The Wizard of Oz. He owns a laptop that has sports surveillance capabilities and other functions. In Bring It On, she developed a global positioning device to track her cheerleader crush, Stacey. Rose (Mae Whitman): Rose, Jake's lover and a
member of Huntsclan. There is a craving on the right palm and wrist similar to a Chinese dragon, otherwise known as the Huntsclan Mark. Jake eventually learns of his secret identity as Huntsgirl. She, in turn, eventually learns that Jake is the American Dragon (see The Hunted). Contrary to expectations,
Rose helps Jake during the show. The Hunter (Jeff Bennett): Jake's main enemy, huntsman (called Huntsmaster by his subordinates) is the leader of huntsclan. The Dragon assesses it as #4 threat to the magical community. Dragon Training secondary characters Because other magical creatures seek
dragons for leadership and guidance, the dragons of the world have become protectors of the magical kingdom. Using their powers, strength and abilities, the dragons of the world have formed a kind of union and strive to protect magical creatures and the world around them and prevent normal humans
from becoming aware of any magical creature and magical world. In many ways the dragons of American Dragon: Jake Long, are similar to the Jedi Knights of Star Wars. The older and more experienced Dragon teacher and student can be named Dragon Masters, trainers of younger and less dragon-
savoir-breathing generations, their Dragon Student. A traditional rule that the Dragon Council follows is that the student and teacher should not be related. An exception to this rule is the student/teacher relationship between Jake Long and his grandfather, Lao Shi. Lao Shi personally asked the Dragon
Council if he could train Jake himself because he believed that one day the Dark Dragon would return and that Jake would have to confront him. The Council reluctantly accepted, but only on a strict basis. In addition, students who are unable to learn enough from their teachers are transferred to a new
Dragon Master. The Dragon Council tests students' progress through three tests that three board members personally administer. Proof of judgment in fire (Councilman Kulde administers this): This process tests the dragon student's use of judgment. In this trial, the student is driven to a warehouse where
he is attacked by ice sculptures depicting various different creatures (magical and not magical in the same way), but the student only has to use the breath of fire to dissolve only the sculptures that would pose a threat. Proof of wisdom in battle (Councilman Andam administers this): This process tests the
dragon's knowledge of magical creatures and the magical world. In this process, Councilman Andam puts the Dragon student against another magical creature of his choice. If the student is able to pass his opponent, pass the test. Proof of courage in flight (Alderman Chang administered this, although he
may no longer do so due to his imprisonment): this process tests many of the dragon student's abilities. In this test, the student must make his way through an obstacle course set up around Draco Island and must fly through three rings. Not only that, but the student also has to compete against another
dragon, which the student has the choice. If the student is able to fly through all three rings and complete the course before his opponent, they pass the test. The Draghi rules follow a strict set of rules. More importantly, a dragon does not allow humans to become aware of magical creatures and their
world, including themselves. When humans become aware, dragons must then erase any knowledge (and sometimes traces of) any information about their being magical creatures. Secondly, a they must not use their dragon powers for personal gain. A recurring gag on the show is that Jake ends up
constantly breaking this rule, though most of the time inadvertently. Jake also appears to be a rebel against certain rules, such as when Trixie and Spud discover identities of him and his grandfather, Jake was asked to use a potion that erased memory on them, but refused (Professor Rotwood's thesis).
Jake also uses his powers to gain personnel most of the time, such as using his shapeshifting ability, which got him into trouble in Dragon Summit. List of episodes Main article: American Dragon: Jake Long episode list Criticizes the original dragon form of Jake's Season 1 in Old School Training. Jake's
Season 2 dragon shape in the season 2 opening sequence. Many viewers had mixed opinions about Jake's excessive use of street slang. While some liked it, others despised it as irritating. There's no doubt that Jake's personality is a tribute to second- and third-generation immigrants who have gladly
embraced American culture (and adapted to its different accents). Executive producer Eddie Guzelian also admits that Jake's character's bravado was helped by Dante Basco's publicity and their writing, which parodied MTV's aspiring gangsta crowd. Season 2 seems to have mitigated Jake's
unnecessary use of slang. Many viewers and fans found that they had mixed opinions about Season 2. The artistic style was drastically changed for the second season, giving the show a more edgy look than the more traditional designs of the first season. However, many fans grew up beyond the initial
shock of the drastic artistic change, and at least accepted the second season as their own experience, or grew up to prefer it, and the protest that accompanied her initial exhibition has greatly reduced. Season 2 director Steve Loter offered some explanation for the change in aspects such as dragon
shapes, where shapes had to be directly related to the human shape of the dragon and the current level of development. In Jake's case, he began as a short, thin teenage dragon (as he is a human being), and needed to train and develop into a muscle-bound dragon (just like his Season 1 form) over
time. Curiosity The name Long is the Chinese word for dragon. The name Lao Shi () is the Chinese word for teacher. It can also be used as a term of respect for an elderly or wise person, which would make the name given to Jake Shi's grandfather. Conceptual sketches show that Jake's best friends
originally would have Jamal and Brook, and they didn't seem to have done it at the time. Jamal was a great African-American boy and Brook was a Caucasian girl. Haley was originally called Brittany. Before coming with the current title, the show had three previous titles. They were: Last Dragon, American
Dragon and Jake Long: American Dragon. Dragon. on Jeff Goode's American Dragon webpage, there was originally an episode of Season 1 titled The Order of the Dragon. The episode was soon dismissed as a budget maneuver to hire an more writer to help revise the script. The episode was soon
rewritten in Dragon Summit. According to executive producer Matt Negrete, almost all the scripts for the episodes at the start of the second season ran longer than necessary; almost eight minutes were to be cut by Half Baked and The Academy. An early draft of Hong Kong Nights originally revealed that
Chang would be Jake's grandmother, but was rejected due to the disgust of the scenario by Standards &amp; Practices (Chang would have Jake's mother out of wedlock), and the conflicts she created with the series timeline. An early draft of Homecoming originally planned the episode to be a dark and
dramatic two-parter, and there were even plans to kill a main character. Disney Channel considered the episode too dark and too Jetix, and the episode was reviewed in a single 22-minute episode. During most of Hero of the Hourglass, you can hear a number of Super Mario Bros. sound effects, including
getting coins, hitting a Koopa, and the Klown Car from Super Mario World. In Dreamscape, a name on a door in the corridor of dreams is Nick Filippi, who is Steve Loter's replacement for Season 2 of American Dragon: Jake Long, after returning to direct Kim Possible for his fourth season. Episode Title
Changes: Episode 221 was originally called Student Body by Jake, but was changed to Supernatural Tuesday for legal reasons. In addition, episode 220 was originally called Youth or Consequences (an obvious number on the classic game show Truth or Consequences) but was changed to Young At
Heart. The name The American Dragon is also used by a professional wrestler named Bryan Danielson, and, like Jake Long, he sometimes refers to himself as The AmDrag. However, Danielson had made his name before the 2005 show's first. In Halloween Bash, Ingrid Third, one of fillmore's stars! can
be seen at Jake's Halloween party. Coincidentally, most of American Dragon's executive producers worked on that show (Chris Roman was the director for all of his episodes), and Halloween Bash writer Scott Gimple created the series. Another tribute to the show is the name of Jake's school: Millard



Fillmore Middle School. In a scene from Feeding Frenzy, the female shark regurgitated various objects, including a plaque that reads OUTATIME. This same plaque can be found on Doc Brown's DeLorean in Back to the Future. Even though it has been on DisneyChannel.com's video service, the episode
Supernatural Tuesday is the first episode of the series to premiere television before Disney Channel. It was shown on Toon Toon four days before the Disney Channel aired the episode. Gallery appearances in other media jake, spud, trixie, lao shi and fu dog made a guest appearance in the episode
Morpholomew of Lilo &amp; Stitch: The Series on July 1, 2005. External links American Dragon: Jake Long on Wikipedia American Dragon: Jake Long on IMDb Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noticed.
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